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EYFS creating a
painting inspired
by their class
story.

IMPLEMENTATION

Art and Design - Implementation
At Westfield Primary Academy, Art and Design is taught across each year group in blocked modules that enable pupils to
study in depth the key skills, understanding and vocabulary. Each module aims to activate and build on prior learning,
including EYFS, to ensure better cognition and retention. Each module is carefully sequenced to allow for prior learning to
be built upon and skills to be practiced and advanced.

Art and Design - Implementation
Planning
All modules have a sequenced overview outlining each lesson, with the main learning activity and objective to be
achieved during that lesson. Kapow provide teacher videos, and detailed lesson plans and resources to support teacher’s
subject knowledge and confidence when teaching a new art skill. Within lesson plans are key vocabulary and questions, to
encourgae discussion and use of the correct artitisic temroniology. These are used for partner and class disucssions.

Teachers keep track of children’s understanding throughout the sequence of learning using the above table. It allows the class
teacher to see who needed support and who showed a greater depth of understanding throughout each lesson in the
sequence.

Art and Design - Implementation
Knowledge Notes
Accompanying each block of learning is a knowledge note, which contains key vocabulary, information and key facts
which pupils can refer to and use throughout their learning module. Key vocabulary is explicitly taught at the beginning of
the mudole , and is ecnrouaged to be used by the children throughout the module when disucssing artwork and skills. The
knowledge notes are refered to throughout the block of art learning.
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CUSP Art and Design Knowledge Organiser year 2 and year 6.

Art and Design - Implementation
Vocabulary
Vocabulary forms a key part of our wider curriculum. Progression of Art and Design vocabulary allows teachers to be aware of
what vocabulary has already been introduced and how they build on this already learnt vocabulary. Children are encouraged to
use the correct art vocabulary when discussing their work, others work and art skills. The vocabulary quiz questions and vocabulary
tasks encourage deeper exploration of specific artistic vocabulary. These activities also often provide children the opportunity to
reflect on their learning.

Year 6 explicilty taught vicaulary in planning document

Year 6 Vocabulary Quiz questions

Art and Design - Implementation
Resources
Where appropriate, art modules will include high quality texts for pupils to engage with. Our CUSP Art and Design curriculum
includes links to literature across some blocks. Unity Schools Partnership are working closely with Curriculum Visions to ensure our
subject content has supporting materials which can be accessed by pupils in school and at home.

Curriculum Visions – online books and interactive resources.

Literature links in Year 1 Drawing
block A.

Art and Design - Implementation
Quizzing for Assessment
During each block of Art and Design, the vocabulary quiz questions (referenced above) are weaved throughout the learning.
At the end of each block of learning, the children answer 8 questions in the quiz for the relevant block. This quiz will incorporate
questions from the vocabulary quizzes. This allows teachers to assess knowledge and understanding.

Art and Design - Implementation
Continuous Professional Development
All staff have undergone CPD in Cognitive Load Theory, Spaced Practice Retrieval Theory and planning the wider curriculum
which has supported the development of a modular wider curriculum.
In addition, staff have been trained in the Theory of Reading which emphasises the importance of teaching reading across all
subjects and how to teach vocabulary – including etymology and morphology.

Trust wide art leader’s meetings allow art subject leaders to share good practise with other leaders and feedback an ideas
and possible improvements to their own school leadership of art and design.

